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Table grill Techwood TBQ-816

Techwood TBQ-816 table top electric grill.
Discover  a  new  dimension  of  taste  and  a  revolutionary  solution  for  lovers  of  healthy  cooking  with  the  TBQ-816  grill.  Its  large  grilling
surface allows you to prepare delicious dishes for the whole family. The adjustable grid gives you full control over the grilling process.
The smart design with removable heating element and fat recovery container make grilling convenient, healthier and more hygienic. The
2000W  power  ensures  fast  and  even  cooking,  and  the  taste  and  aroma  of  the  food  will  delight  any  palate.  Techwood  TBQ-816  is  a
must-have in the kitchen, guaranteeing great moments with loved ones and taking care of your health. Try it out today and discover new
possibilities of culinary experiences!
 
Exceptionally large grilling surface
Techwood  TBQ-816  is  designed  for  maximum efficiency.  It  has  a  large  griddle  on  which  you  can  easily  prepare  meals  for  family  and
friends.  With  the  ability  to  set  it  directly  on  the  table,  you can enjoy  grilling  together  without  waiting  too  long for  your  portion,  while
avoiding the hassle of eating already cooled dishes. Thanks to the ability to adjust the grid at two different heights, you have full control
over  the  grilling  process.  Whether  you're  preparing  a  juicy  steak  or  tender  vegetables,  adjust  the  grilled  settings  to  suit  your  taste
preferences.
 
Adjustable grid at 2 heights
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Our grill is designed with your convenience in mind. It features a convenient on/off switch with a power regulator and LED indicator to let
you know when the unit is running. In addition, the grill has a removable heating element, as well as a dishwasher-safe tray and grate,
making it much easier to clean. Taking care of our customers' health is a priority for us. That's why our Techwood TBQ-816 grill  has a
special container that collects excess fat during grilling. This smart system not only improves the taste of food, but also makes cooking
safer and more hygienic.
 
Convenient and smart design
The  Techwood  TBQ-816  is  not  only  convenient  and  functional,  but  also  extremely  efficient.  Powered  by  2000W  and  supplied  with  a
230V~ 50Hz power cord, the grill quickly reaches the right temperature for fast and even cooking. The Techwood TBQ-816 Electric Grill is
an essential  tool  for  lovers  of  healthy cooking and great  taste.  Try  it  out  today and experience great  moments  with  your  loved ones,
enjoying your favorite dishes without worrying about smoke or excess fat. Techwood TBQ-816 - cooking that brings joy and care to your
health.
 
Brand
Techwood
Model
TBQ-816
Power supply
230V~ 50Hz
Power
2000 W
Additional features
Large griddle, Smoke-free grilling, Dishwasher-safe rack and tray, Removable heating element, Adjustable at 2 heights, Fat container

Preço:

€ 23.51

Pequenos eletrodomésticos, Other
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